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ORIGINS OF THE PROGRAMME : J - ... :

1. In 1971 &&Ja result: of .the request: of several African countries which had

had to postpone tfteir population censuses .due to lack of adequate finances, the

United Nations' 4Pund for Population Activities (UNFPA)' set up the African.Census
Programme^;(AdP). Th&riiCPj made it possible for. about £2 ATrican bountrie^ to-; ;;
participate in the 1970 round of the population censuses. For many of Vhese ! ■■
countries, $his..was, their first ever census. The ACP ertablished statistical... -

infrastructures in iaany countries but' sincethe subject-field was limited.by
the very nature of tKe Uat'a' collection1 mechanism, the information generated from

the population censuses only filled part ox the data gape in African countries.
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2 In reviewing the technical and operational experience gained in the ACP,
the Conference of African Statisticians at its eight seccion in 1973 recommended
that ? houcehold survey programme be investigated ac a logical sequel to the^
census programme. It recommended that the technical and practical aspects ox

household surveys should be examined by a Working Group on hethodology, of
Organization and Content of Household Surveys in September 1*74. In view o±
the inter-disciplinary nature of the proposed survey programme, tne concerned
specialized agencies including FAO, IW, UNESCO and MO participated xn the
Working Group. ,.-....._..

1974 WORKING GROUP ON IvlETHODOLOGY, ORGANIZATION

AND CONTENT OF HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS •

^ The Working Group reviewed previous African household surveys with respect
lo n^hodology, coordination and coverage. The Group "discussed briefly the
lulU-purpoee and/or multi-sublet approach in household surveys and examined
the extent of its use in past surveys. J» countries of the re3xon. It was noted
that even in uni-subject surveys data on supplementary subject matter fwlds
were often collected in order to provide-,cross-classitying variables. Ihe so-

called multi-purpose and/or multi-subject approach or ^°^ar^r^"1ou^throu_h
implemented in a number of ways..; Such: *: program could be carried outthrough
(i) the conduct of a number off single-subject surveys at one and the sa,ne time,
for Instance a budget-consumption survey, a livestock survey, demographic survey,
etc r-ith each c-rouo of surveyed households constituting a sub-sample of a much
laroer"aster sarnie, or (ii) a single survey with a common .ample of households,
iTtScn data on a number of subjects nould be collected in the -- operation
or (iii) the conduct of multi-round sinSle-subject surveys over a number ^J^s'
with the survey at each particular, round being devoted to a major subject only 1/

A. In discussing the basic subject-fields for^household surveys, one of the
working papers for the meeting identified the following?

Demographic characteristics

Health

Food consumption and nutrition

Housing conditions and facilities
Educational characteristics and cultural activities

Employment

Economic level of the household

It was the consensus of the Group that "African countries "uld develop household
data collection system, covering all essential topics, xn c™*™f ™a_
cycles which could each be accommodated within four-year periods ox mvestxga
Uon! On this basis, the prospects for long-ten, household survey ProCran™es xn
Africa were considered to be viable.'

b. The essential requirements for development^of^a permanent field survey

organization were also discussed.. These were identified as foUo,,E. desxgn of
a orogramme of household surveys, assessment of ulti-ate size and ^ucture
cf'thf field organization, transport', data pr6cessinG arran8ements and adequate

1/ Report of the-forking- Group ^Methodology, Organization and Content of
J Household Surveys. • :Addis Ababa, ,2-10, September 1974, L/CN. U/A/20.
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budgetary'provision* The Working Group recommended that "countries should

build up survey capabilities of national coverage; as quickly as possible, rather

than to organize inquiries on a region—by-region basis. However, the size and ■ ;

composition of field organizations would depend on local resources and it wa-e

felt that, in some cases, regional branches of the statistical office would not

be necessary,. "

6. In its, examination of survey methodology and adaptations needed for multi-

subject programmes, the Group considered the advantages of multi—phase sampling

designs for multi-subject surveys and also the merits of self-weighting designs.

7. The Working Group finally considered the co-ordination of household surveys

with other statistical activities'and technical assistance and related activities.!

The preliminary estimate of the annual cost of an averaged sized survey organiza-*.,

tion was approximately U$ {

APPROVAL OF AHSCP BY LEGISLATIVE BODIES OF ECA ■■■■■■ ■ -■'•, , .:

8. The Report of the Working Group was submitted to the ninth session of the < ■:

Conference of African Statisticians held in Lome in October 1975 which strongly-

endorsed the African Household Survey Capability Programme in view of its

expected contribution to statistical development in the region.

9. It should be recalled that prior to the ninth session of the Conference of

African Statisticians, the ECA Conference of ministers at its third meeting in

February 1975 had accorded high priority to iiiulti—subject household surveys for

the collection of integrated demographic, social and economic data. The programme

was again strongly supported at the tenth session of■the.Conference of African

Statisticians convened in Addis Ababa in October 1977*

- ■ 'iii. ■ .,

10. Meanwhile the United Nations Statistical Commission ai its nineteenth session

fully supported the concept of a household survey capability programme, in the

African.region and stressed the need to adapt the programme to meet the needs

of other developing regions. Finally, the ^COGOC resolution1'205£>(LXIl) of taay
1977 drew the attention of developing countries to the National Household Survey

Capability Programme in the development of statistical infrastructures to secure

integrated statistics needed for social and economic development planning and

national policy making.

REGIONAL COMPONENT OF AHSCP

11. The importance of the programme having been determined beyond question, the

only problem remaining was the strategy for mobilising resources for its

implementation. The HCA Statistics Division considered it more appropriate

to initiate the preliminary phase of the programme through the regional component

of the AHSCP which aimed at providing a small advisory nucleus consisting of two

survey specialists with other specialists provided by the concerned UN specialized

agencies together with supporting secretarial staff,. It was considered, more

realistic to tackle the'more broadly based funding (multi-lateral and, bilateral)
of individual country projects after this preliminary phase,of the operation had—

been established. The immediate aim of the regional component of the AHSCP was

therefore "to assist African governments which had not already done so to set up
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oermanent"field'surveyorganizations concerned primarily with .the collection
of data: from hWeholds and to ensure that these data are analysed in a.manner

suitable fcjr the plarinihg of development efforte and for measuring levels of

living.".!/ /^ --;;*1'-"1 ; . ; •■■"' ■ ;-'■ ■"-_ ■ 1- '- ■ ■■■ '■'>■* ■'■

12. There were delays in the recruitment of the survey specialists. But
Dr. Myint Tin, former Director of Statistics, Burma,a well-Ioiown sampling
expert'has' assumed duty' a£ the £nglich-speakin£ survey expert. It is . (J
expebted;:ithat :the French-speaking survey expert will join shortly. ..; In the - /
meantime,'Ur^eter■ "Winefield-Digby was engaged as- a short-terrn consultant ;.n>

for four months to assist in the implementation of the programme.

X3:i;rit; should* be'iioted that there has; been considerable: backstopping of, ,.;..

survey'ac'tivitles in the region by the Chief and Deputy Chief ..of the Statistics
Division and the Sampling Expert attached to the Regional Advisory, oervice.. yi ....

Demographic Statistics. It should also be noted that IW has also appointed
for. A.C. Basu, a household survey specialist to" be attached to the regional. r> {•
component of the AH5CP and it is expected that other specialized agencies will
participate in this type ofJcollaborative endeavour. The FAO in .particular is
hoping'to make budgetary provision for Regional Advisers and other supporting ;

personnel.'

14. In the next few years, it is expected that the ECA component of the

AH3CP will:

' (a> assist in the Gtrengthening of permanent survey organizations in ...,,

'"'''' 'r cbuntries where these exist in one form or other; ■:■.:■»;" ;

Whelp in the establishment of permanent .field organizations in . r;
countries which have completed their population censuses and thus

-i - have the basic statistical infrastructures for the setting up of
> ,. a survey capability but which have not yet established permanent

,r field organizationsj . . ... .,. .

(c) assist in the development of core questionnaires which will serve,

as the integrating factor for-data collected from the different
rounds and special modules covering subjects such.as, income, con-r,

■ 'sumption arid expenditure, employment, health, and demographic ; .
characteristics for individual countries. These questionnaires ,.;(

will be widely disseminated as prototypes but not as model question

naires to be followed without adaptation; '. )

; (d) help in the preparation of corresponding tabulation and publication
-. programmes, .together with an examination of' the appropriate concepts,

., defijaitions and classifications^ . .. ; . : . . . ., , . :

(e) render advisory services in Survey organization,, desi@i, quality
-'control, dati"profcefisi«6f dteta analysis and report: preparation and;

dissei'nination. " ' : : ,

I/Project- Documents African Household Surveys' Capability'Programme Regional

Component. 0^AF/7G/l-6/A/OX/5l),- -. \ '._.„. . ,:. ; ■ : , ,
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Thic work programme' for; the regional component ox the AHSCP is rather extensive

and is. not; ail; expected1^to be attempted in the initial phase of the programme.

Additional1 staff will-'also be required for the implementation of the whole

of the W6rk 'programme. ' ■ • . - .

1979 fej YORK CONSULTATIVE I.EETING:

!£*■ The meeting was held in June 1979 and provided the opportunity for a preliminary

discussion between a feu of the countries expected to participate in the pro

gramme, prospective donors and supporting agencies of the United Nations. The

African countries represented were Egypt, Xenya, Senegal and Swaziland.

1979 WORKING GROUP MATING ON ORGANIZATION, CONTENT ' '

AND; kiETBDDOLOGY OF HOUSEHOLD SURVEYS

16. This meeting was held from 1^-19/October, 1979 to discuss various administra

tive and technical problems, concerning the AHSCP, The meeting was attended by

24 experts from African countries, representatives of United Nations Statistical

Office (UNSO), Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO); the United Nations
Children's Fund (UNICEF), World Fertility Survey. (tfFS) and observers from USA
and France. The proceedings of the meeting have been circulated to the Cbnference

separately.

COUNTRY PROGRAmj.ES ■ ;. ,

17. Below is a short country by country '.summary of surveys either undertaken in

the recent, past or on-going or planned in the context of the AHSCP* The

information is by no means complete or up-to-date and is only broadly indicative

of the,current position. , . . ..

NORTH AFRICA

Algeria A tentative household survey programme has been drawn up.

The first stage deals with income, consumption and expenditure

and data collected -during the household listing could be used

for demographic purpo;ses« - The second stage of the programme

i!s likely to concentrate. on labour force, health and education.

The third stage will deal mainly ■with production and distribu-

■{. ,i , . tion. A demographic survey, including a detailed fertility

investigation will constitute the fourth stage. The first

stage enumeration has been completed.

Egypt There is a long tradition of household surveys. Most surveys

appear to be organized on an ad hoc basis but prospects for

development of an integrated programme irould be 3ood. There

was a. fertility survey in rural areas and a national demographic

-,. .. survey in 1974 and a household budget..survey in 1975.

Libya ;i" ' A programme of surveys has been drawn up and includes an

"'''''! ' income and expenditure, survey as uell as a demographic survey.
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iudan

Tunisia:

WEST AFRICA

Benin

Ghana

Ivory Coast.

Liberia

biauritania'

hold survey programme
uould be dravm up after that.

and details Nould provide usefu

: ■ "''i'"«««H "a- taart of'the World Fertility
A fertility curvey is planned ac parr 01

Survey. ! ....... . ,.

A household budget survey ua., conducted in 197/+. The result

scheduled for March 198J- , ; . .. . , . ..

- There id no current information.^, pla^g for economic, and ;
SS^hic surveys be Quoted in^^ea^futur^
A fertility survey is planned as part ox tne «i ., , ;

Survey.

An income, consumption and expenditure survey was completed
£££lS76 but the results have not been P^f^*
^L demosraphic ourvey i=-P^e- ^tt

Si be prospect, for better co-ordinatxon when a permanent
field survey organization i= established. —

efeld economic and demo2raPhic surveys are planried But
l^le^entation Kill depend on outsxde ^nancing.

ifSal*So necessary,to.colder,the development o;^

int^rkted household .survey, proer^e.in the conte»t of

the existing perva^ent; agricultural; qurvey.

^ii'^Vl1 part °f t
Survey

! '■ ■• - p .!■)

M ad h^c basis

Arrangements for a longer-terra

f on ^^J
of future

and the main survey
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Senegal

Leone

CENTRAL AFRICA

Gabon

Cameroon

There is no detailed information available but a fertility

curve)/1 ic currently in progress. The country has the

capacity to develop an on-going survey programme but there

are so far no definite plans.

A tentative survey programme has been drawn up, as follows!

let round! Consumer expenditure; income and expenditure,

household tradej and wage rates of a few

important categories of r*ural labour.

2nd roundt Household non—registered transportj housing

conditions; , labour force., employment and

unemployment, . .

3rd rounds Consumer expenditures; costs of agricultural

production? demographic surveys professions

and services. '■■■'■■<<,

4th rounds Household manufacturej an enquiry into labour

class households - income, expenditure, working

conditions, indebtedness.

Part of the first round of this.4-year cycle of surveys,

namely a household income, consumption and expenditure

survey has been complete^. The labour force survey in

the second round should now be almost complete.

The tentative future survey prbgramme is as follows:

1981 Demographic Survey ;

12S2 Household Inoc.ie, Consumption and Expenditure Survey

I9G3 Survey on Employment :;ith Special iwodule on

Professional, Training :

19G4 Housing Survey

19otJ Agricultural Census

Plans were formulated for an income} consumption and

expenditure survey which* will follow the 197<3 fertility

survey in 1979» The tentative outline of the survey

programme then proceeds as follows.*

1900 Survey on employment, including modules on participa

tion of women in development pnd activities in the

informal sector

1981 (a) Health and environraental survey, with a special
1 module on the handicapped .-..: ■ ■.-■,;■■■-..

(b) demographic and housing survey

1932. Survey of social perspectives, :dth a special module

on'.rural development

1983 Census of Agriculture

1984 Survey of income, consumption and expenditure, including

modules on food consumption and nutrition.
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CENTRAL AFRICA

Cameroon (Cont'd)

Central African

Empire

EAST AFRICA ,

Ethiopia

Kenya %

Madagascar

Somalia

Tanzania

1985 Survey on employment

1986. Population and housing censuses

1987 Health survey . ■ '

Arrangements along these lines amount to s. ten-year

cycle for censuses and a laore flexible five-year cycle

for surveys. The proposed income, consumption and
expenditure survey could not be taken up in 1979 and

to that extent the programme may be rephased.

A household income, consumptions and expenditure

survey was conducted almost concurrently with the

recent population cenus.

No survey programme yet* exists but there is a very

active food and nutrition surveillance operation

which could;eventually''develop "as a multi-purpose

data collection network.

The National Integrated oarnple Survey Programme

(NJEGP) has processed through two rounds and Kenya
holds a leading position in survey development. The
first round dealt with household budget, labour and

agricultural activities, plus supporting inquiries

on transport, marketing, etc. Kenya is also participat
ing in WFS. The important point of note in the Aehya

operation is the use of a standard (but expanding) ■ v
national sample which enables the organisation of data

collection in a flexible manner. The work differs

from that of other African countries due to the
emergence of something resembling a "core survey" to

which other inquiries can be attached as necessary?

there is less emphasis on the investigation of distinct

selected topics in successive survey rounds. C'jhei-
points of interest are the incorporation of agricultural

statistics and the development - of this work on the

basis of food and nutrition surveillance.

A household income, consumption and expenditure

survey in the seven big towns, viz. Antananarivo,

Antsirabe, -Tamatave,- Diego-Suares, I-iajunga,

Fianarantaoa and Tulear, was undertaken in 1977~197e
and prpvisional reports have since been published.

There are plans for demographic, migration and labour

price.surveys. Preparations are underway for the

demographic survey.

An income, consumption and expenditure survey was

carried out in 1976/77 but processing of the results
has been delayed. There are plans for other surveys

following last year's UNFPA Population Needs Assess
ment ' Mission. These include fertility and labour force

surveys.
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SOUTHERN AFRICA

Botswana
Migration, and income distribution surveys are

underway. -A rural incowe distribution survey was

completed in 197L,. The areas covered were those
parts of Botswana which excluded Francistown,

Gaborone, Lobatse, Orapa and Selebi-Pikwe. The

tentative future programme is as follows!

1978/79 . National migration study

Household expenditure survey ; ,; ;'

Agricultural survey

I979/8O Mortality, morbidity and fertility survey

Agricultural survey

aural Income Distribution Survey ,;.- ... ,

(incorporating in-kind income and own-

consumptitin, nutrition)

1980/81 Agricultural survey

Rural Income Distribution Survey

■ >■.,,- .(incorporating in-lcind income and own-

:, : ..-,., consumption j nutrition)

I98I/82. Population and housing census, . -

Agricultural census .-i<::A::.\

I9O2/83, Mortality,' fertility, family'planning : :: ■ :

Social perspectives

1983/84 Income, consumption and expenditure :; (

; (incorporating nutrition) : ■ ■ ,;. , h..

1984/85 Labour force and migration '

1985/36 Iviortality^ fertility, family planning

1986/87 Inter-censal base-line agricultural survey

1987/88 Labour force and migration

A core questionnaire, incorporating basic demographic,

migration, labour force, income, expenditure, assets,

health, etc. questions uould be introduced in, say,

1979/80 or 19SO/81.

The surveys referred to above uould be baseline studies

to measure absolute levels, whilst in other years

changes only would be established. The baseline

surveys would be added as separate modules to the

continuous core questionnaire. The baseline surveys

would be carried out as follouc!

3-yearly Mortality, fertility, family planning/
labour force and migration.

5-yearly Income, consumption and expenditure/
nutrition/agricultural (inter-censal.)

curvey.

6-yearly Social perspectives - attitudes to

policies, etc.
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Botswana (Cont'd) '}'Tlie -agricultural survey would be incorporated with ...
'sh:- 'the core questionnaire to be conducted continuously.

Lesotho '.'■■ ■'.) : . Has participated in VJFC. There are plans to carry
■■'■■ -.■■■ out an integrated multi-round household survey

\ ' ps-og-a-uae with emphasis on demographic topics and labour

forceo

Swaziland No ^rre scale household surveys have been conducted
since the population census of 1976 but a pilot survey

was recently carried out in preparation for a proposed

'■"■'"" /i:L:•"■ ftartly ejcpenditure survey.

Zanbia -r ,y, -. Survey on inter-relationships among infant and child-
... , . ' .. ,;... hood mortality, socio-economic factors and fertility

in selected areas.

CONCLUSION ^ ,.: , , '

18, Th^ status report on household surveys in Africa £iven above gives only a
partial picture, since EGA does not have up-to-date information on all countries
in the region. However, even, this fragmentary information is sufficient to
Indicate ?he level oi activity in the field of household surveys which is either
taking, or planr.ed to take, place in the region. Its future development would
depend on the joint efforts of the countries themselves m oeciding on what
orio-ities to plane on raulti-sUbject household surveys in the context of their
overall ^4Strategy, the technical bac,stoPPin? that EGA is ab e tc> provide
to individual country.project: and the financial assistance, both multilateral

and bilateral; which can be mobilized to assist countries-


